São Paulo City
Now reaching the outstanding milestone of almost 12.110.000
inhabitants*, in part as a consequence of immigration from all
over the world, São Paulo is the most important financial and
economic center of South America. The town is considered the
city of business and hosts about 90,000 events a year. It offers
a great diversity in terms of leisure, entertainment and culture
(cinemas, theaters, night clubs, restaurants, parks, museums
etc), besides options for eating out that embrace many
different cuisines from around the globe as well as typical
dishes from several regions of the country.
Official websites: <http://www.prefeitura.sp.gov.br/>
<http://www.spturis.com/>
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São Francisco Law School
The Law School of São Paulo (FD) was created em 1827, years
after the proclamation of the independence of Brasil. From
the beginning, it was settled on the Largo de São Francisco, on
the central city area. The first building, an old convent, was
later replaced in the 1930s with a new, large and monumental
building.
The Faculty of Law was also the first institution to join the
University of São Paulo at the time of its creation in 1934.
Official Website <http://www.direito.usp.br>

The central area of São Paulo is well served of public
transportation. Near the Largo São Francisco, there are two
metro stations: Anhangabaú (Red line) and Sé (Blue and Red
lines). See the metro map on: <http://www.metro.sp.gov.br/
pdf/mapa-da-rede-metro.pdf>
Also, near the Largo, there is the Bandeira Terminal Bus
Station, where a lot os buses start or finish their routes.
More informations about the buses lines on: <http://www.
sptrans.com.br>
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Office for International and National Cooperation
(CCInN-FD)
Marcos Santos/USP Imagens

<http://www.direito.usp.br>
The bureau of the CCInN-FD is located on the fifth floor of the
“Prédio Anexo” of the Faculty of Law, in the room 101, Mondays
to Fridays, from 10:00 till 18:00.
Phone: +55 11 3111-4099
ccinnfd@usp.br
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